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Puck CULTURE
FIVE LOST HOCKEY VIDEO GAMES

BY SAL BARRY

HOCKEY VIDEO GAMES WERE far and few between in the 1970s and ’80s. That changed by the early 1990s, as hockey’s popularity grew in the
U.S., while sports video games became a lucrative business. But not every planned game made it to market. Here are five that got shelved…
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> TEAM HAT
TRICK
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> ROAD TO
THE CUP
HOCKEY ’94

(1992, NINTENDO)
Ice Challenge was a strange
game where you led a highschool team and played hockey
against the other sports clubs
at the school – including the
baseball, football and fencing
teams – before taking on
hockey teams from other
schools. The game’s release in
North America was cancelled
for reasons unknown, though
it did come out in Japan as Ike
Ike! Nekketsu Hockey-bu.

(1993, SUPER
NINTENDO AND SEGA GENESIS)
Park Place Productions’ Road
to the Cup Hockey ’94 would
have featured then-elaborate AI
that drew from more than 900
decision trees, but the game was
never finished, and Park Place
soon went bankrupt. Legend has
it that the code for Road was
repurposed for ESPN National
Hockey Night, released in 1994
and created by former Park
Place employees.

(1986, ARCADE)
Hat Trick was a 1984
arcade game that featured
1-on-1 hockey action. Two years
later, Team Hat Trick would have
upped the ante, allowing up
to four players to compete in
2-on-2 shinny. The game was
tested in arcades in Philadelphia
and possibly some parts of
Canada, but it was never massproduced – most likely because
manufacturing the four-joystick
cabinet was too expensive for
widespread release.
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> CRASH N’
THE BOYS: ICE
CHALLENGE

5

> DINO HOCKEY

> RHI ROLLER
HOCKEY ’95

(1995, SNES)
Roller Hockey
International, a pro inline
league in the 1990s, came
close to having its own game,
which was really just Brett
Hull Hockey ’95 with different
graphics and physics. “The
game and box art were
completed,” said Steve Pona,
RHI’s licensing director. “But
for the life of me I cannot
remember why the game was
never launched.” At least one
cartridge was made. “I gave
the prototype to my nephew,”
laments Pona, “and he lost it.”

(1991, NINTENDO)
Dinosaurs were
experiencing a
renaissance in the early 1990s,
with the movie The Land Before
Time and the TV show Denver,
The Last Dinosaur bringing the
beasts back to the forefront
of pop culture. So, a game
combining dinosaurs and hockey
wasn’t a crazy idea. In Dino
Hockey, dinosaurs used their tails
instead of sticks to whack a turtle
around the ice. The game was
shelved when its programmer left
for a different software company.
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